CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

After reading a novel *Pride and Prejudice*, and analyzing Elizabeth character, we know who Elizabeth is. Elizabeth is a girl who is pleasant and sociable. She is also a brave girl that never feels small or hesitates. She always consequent by what are she has done and not felt small to confess her false and immediately bring an action to repair that mistake. She also a clever girl that faced her problems with her cleverness. Elizabeth is also a girl which care and love to others, especially to her family.

Elizabeth does not miss from conflict. Good from her conflicts with other figure and or mind conflict. Her conflicts with other figure there are her conflicts with Darcy. Elizabeth dislike to Darcy initially very have occasion, considering several things that happened for example by Darcy arrogances, effort Darcy to separate Jane and Bingley, and Wickam incitement that addressed to Darcy. And then, her conflict with Lady Catherine that happens when Lady Catherine asked Elizabeth to refuse Darcy marriage proposal. While, Elizabeth mind conflicts there are when she meet Darcy at Lady Catherine house, then Darcy express his love to Elizabeth also explain all about departure of Bingley and also his problem with Wickam so that, Elizabeth become confuse, she doubt about truth of story truthfully between Darcy or Wickam.
From all of conflicts that faced by Elizabeth, there are positive aspects among others: self confident of Elizabeth becomes big than previously, relation between Elizabeth and Darcy become better, improving Elizabeth self regard, and all problems solved by Elizabeth.

Elizabeth including to self actualized people, because on the Elizabeth self there are some features of people who are self actualized based on Maslow's theory, there are: Elizabeth can see reality that happens without meddled by desire or her expectation. Then, Elizabeth can accept herself, others, and destiny. Later, as self actualized people, Elizabeth behavior stem from within her personality, is not something that only just looks on the surface. Elizabeth does not also drape her satisfactions to environment or people around her. Afterward, because her social interest so she always try to show her affection to others. Elizabeth is also a girl who has interpersonal relationship and sense of philosophical humor. As self actualized people, Elizabeth has creativity that look on her behaviors that express nature and spontaneous action. Elizabeth also a girl who autonomous capable and dare to make decision alone.

As ordinary human being, Elizabeth does not miss from mistake, and constructive ugly habits. It is true, there is no perfect human being in this world, Elizabeth is also not a perfect person, she can become a sensitive person, bored easily, bad temperate, and pride to her family. Any way, although have many lacking of which is humane, people who are self actualized like Elizabeth, can remind us that human being potency to grow in the reality much more big than which can during the time we anticipate.
5.2 Suggestion

After reading this thesis, and know personality character of Elizabeth Bennet and her self actualization, the writer has suggestion to all reader that all of people in this world can reach the self actualization level dependent from effort themselves. Form of self actualization does not only in the form of creative creation or masterpiece pursuant to special ability or talent. Old fellow, student, lecturer, and whatever they are also can actualize themselves by way of making the best, or work as well as possible as according to their area. Like Elizabeth who gives shape her self actualization with making the best as well as possible anything that she can do to people around her.

Second, suggestion to the writer, nothing is impossible in this word. All possibility can happen. Like what happen to Elizabeth, for the first time, she is too hateful with Darcy but in the end she fall in love with Darcy. Finally, Elizabeth marries with Darcy happily. This is proving that love has big influence to someone. Because of love, someone can change his view of life, his behavior and his character. Indeed a self actualized people like Elizabeth can change because of love. Too hateful someone, it is possible that as early incidence of love.